Match report
2023 Pacific Games - Men's Football - Group C
Fiji - Northern Mariana Islands
10:0 (6:0)

Date/time: 18.11.2023 19:00 SBT
Stadium: SIFF Academy 1 / East Honiara / Solomon Islands
Attendance:

Referee: Timothy NIU (SOL)
Assistant referee 1: Natalia LUMUKANA (SOL)
Assistant referee 2: Himon SESE (VAN)
4th official: Shama MAEMAE (SOL)
Fifth official: Foliu MOEAKI (TGA)
Referee assessor: Neil POLOSO (SOL)
Coordinator: Antoinette MINITI (SOL)
Match commissioner:

Team A - Fiji
22Akuila MATEISUVA
3Epeli LEIROTI
5Sitiveni CAVUILAGI
8Setareki HUGHES
9Roy KRISHNA
10Nabil BEGG
12Tevita WARANAIVALU
14Sairusi NALABU
16Gabriele MATANISIGA
17Filipe BARAVILALA
21Sterling VASCONCELLOS

Team B - Northern Mariana Islands
1Merrick TOVES
3Ronnel OCANADA
4Cody SHIMIZU
6Dev BACHANI
7Jireh YOBECH
8Brian LUBAO
10Markus TOVES
11Ariel NARVÁEZ JR
13Daniell PABLO
14Jerald AQUINO
16Ruben GUERRERO

Score
1-0 2-0 3-0 4-0 5-0 6-0 7-0 8-0 9-0 10-0
PK/OG
OG

1:0
2:0
3:0
4:0
5:0
6:0
7:0
8:0
9:0
10:0

Scorers:

Scored/Min
Robert SHERMAN
Head Coach
Michiteru MITA

Marika RODU
Assistant Coach
Konomi SUZUKI

Noel AUGUSTINE
Physiotherapist
Hazel MABASA

Kartik REDDY
Team manager
Catherine ATTAO

Les CLEEVELY
Goalkeeper coach
Jershwin ANGELES

Anishta DIN
Trainer
Davy LAXA

Cautions:
Fiji: 15 Etonia DOGALAU (73 - Unsporting behaviour; Delay restart)

OG: Own goal
GK: Goalkeeper
C: Captain
PK: Penalty
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